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CHAPI'l!R I

INTRODUCTION
Nature of the Problem.
Better evaluation in the field of the social studie• is
a need facing our schools today.

By such an evaluation, a better

understanding of baaic concepts and generalizations growing out of the
social studies can be gained ao that our young people will have the
knowledge they need for making responaible judgmenta with respect to
auch things as responsible citizenahip, health, leisure time activitiea,
and home member8hip.
Background of the Problem
In any social studies program, the child 1 s social interests
should be our first concern. With our increased knowledge of how
children grow and develop at various levels, more and more the
curriculum planning has been influenced by philosophical foundations
of child development movements with the result that more provision is
made for differing needs of children.
As teachers of children in the intermediate age group, we must
understand the characteristics that mark the development of the children
if we are to adequately plan the types of experiences and activities

best .fitted to their needs.

In order to evaluate how well the goals
l

2

have been achieved we need to realize that marked changes of growth
occur in this age group.
Children of this age group show a marked change in language
usage, oral and written.
correctly.

They love to use big words--not always

Reading abilities show improvement.

The tremendous amount of energy of this age group must be
directed into the right outlets.

They have a wide variety of interests

that are expressed in various hobbies and can be utilized to great
advantage in a well-organized social studies program.
Are we evaluating the social studies program to see
the curriculum is functioning?

This is the problem.

ho~

effectively

As teachers, we

should be constantly aware of this problem.
Statement of the Problem
In this paper the attempt is made to focus attention upon

evaluation as an integral part of the social studies program; and from
a survey of the literature pertaining to evaluation to identify what
may be measured and the techniques that may be used in the evaluative
process so that an effective

soci~

studies program will be possible

in the intermediate grades.
Professional books provided a great amount of material for this
study of evaluation of the social studies.

Periodicals, yearbooks, and

articles by educators on how to evaluate a social studies program have
been helpful in determining the importance and need for evaluation
in social studies.
Importance of the stlajz
As a part. of the social studies program, evaluation has many

3
functions.

Michaelis recognizes that teachers can gain insights into

children's progress, problems, strengths, and weaknesses through
evaluation. I f the results are used constructively to strellithen
the program, feelings of securitq for both the teacher and children
can be enhanced. 1
Wesley and Adams point out that constant evaluation is a necessary
factor in human progress.2 Evaluation is necessary in order to check
the effectiveness of each element in a process.3
The teacher can find out how much the pupils have learned,
how they have i.Mproved in certain skills, what skills they are weak
in, how effective a new method is, and what improvements can be made.
This measurement is necessary in order to serve as a check upon the
objectives of the whole process and upon each step in the learning
process.4
Evaluation on the elementary level is not only becoming progressive1y more scientific, but also reliance is placed in the use of common

sense judillJents and procedures. Measurement must be concerned with the
evidence of individual pupil growth and development rather than 'Wi. th

1 John Michaelis, Social Studies for Children

Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1963, PP• 573-74.

!,2 .! Democracy,

2Bruce Wesley and Mary Adams, Teaching Social Studies in

Elementary School, D.C. Heath & Co.,

1952, P• 4o4.

~

)Bruce Wesley and Mary Adams, Teaching Social Studies in
El.ementarz School, D.C. Heath & Co., 1946, P• 324.
-

4Ibid.

4
group standings or comparison.

Children

may

show a wide difference

in their performance and interests.5 It is necessary to consider
primarily the individual child since children differ so much in their
abilities and needs.

Traditionally, evaluation was concerned merely

with the factual knowledge learned by the child, but today the
thinking stresses the consideration of many phases through which the

child reveals progress in the learning process. This is to say the
child will show growth in his attitudes, habits, appreciations,
broadening interests, independent thinking, along with specific skills.
Every child should be encouraged to develop in terms of his own
potentialities. Each child needs to learn to evaluate his own work in
terms of purposes, goals, and clear standards.6
Evaluation is an integral part of the teaching and lear.nine process
according to prevailing educational opinion. 7 It has been implied that
evaluation is a continuing process.

Thro1Jihout the day, from day to day,

week to week and throughout the year, appraisals must be made, by both
the teacher and the children.
Michaelis states that evaluation must be cooperatively done with
the other teachers, the children, parents, supervisors and administrators.
All have a stake in the program. 8 The teachers and the pupils share

5i.taurice Moffatt and Hazel Howell, Elementary Social Studies
Instruction, LoniDJan•s, Green & Co., N.Y., Loiidon, Toronto, 1952, P• 370.

6Ibid•

7Bruce Wesley and Mary Adams, Teaching Social Studies in
Elementary School, D.D. Heath & Co., Boston, 1952, p. 406.
8John Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democracz,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963, P• 575.
- -
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in the purposes of the evaluation, whether it be group evaluation or
self-evaluation.
Through self-evaluation, children can gain increasing ability
in analyzing their own skills, attitudes, behavior, strengths, needs
and

success in achieving purposes.

They develop feelings of personal

responsibility as they appraise the effectiveness of individual and il'OUp
efforts.9
Definition of terms
There are certain terms used hereafter, the meanini of which
should be made clear.
Evaluation.-The term evaluation

may

be given

ma~

meaninis•

Michaelis defines:
Evaluation as the process of determining the extent to
which objectives have been achieved. It includes all of the
procedures used by the teacher, children, principal and other
school personnel to appraise outcomes of instruction, and it
involves such steps as (l) formulat:i.lli goals as behaviors,
(2) securing evidence on the achievement of goals in selected situations, (3) summarizing and recordini evidence,
(4) interpreting evidence, and (5) using interpretations
to improve instruction.10
Another source, Dutton, Wilbur, and Hockett define evaluation
as

follows:
It is the process used to determine the amount and
quality of pupil growth, development and achievement
based upon clearly defined purposes.11

9Ibid., P• 578.
lOibid., PP• 573-74.
11nutton, Wilbur, and Hockett, The Modern Elementary School,
Rinehart & Company, Inc., New York, 19-W, P• 492.

6

Social Studies.-Ragan and McAulay define social studies as
follows:
The term social studies is now generally applied to
that phase of the curriculum in elementary schools which
has a primary responsibility for helping children develop
understandings, skills, and attitudes needed for intelligent
living in a democratic society.12
In the book by Dutton, Wilbur, and Hockett appears another
definition.
The term 'social studies' is sometimes defined as including history, geoi:Taphy, and civics. It does, but it
also includes much more than these terms ordinarily
suggest. In the social studies we are concerned with
man's present and past interaction with his physical and
social environment. We are concerned 'Wi. th people, their
work and their play, their use of the earth's resources
to meet their needs for food, clothing, shelter, health
and protection. We are concerned with the relationsr..ip
ot people with one another, with their custom, traditions,
beliefs, institutions, art, literature, music, government,
education, aIX1. all else that is significant in their
culture or way of lif'e.13
Objectives.-...nuntee defines objectives ass
Objectives of social studies should help children acquire
understandings, attitudes, behaviors, and skills in order
to live compatibly and productively in the American
society.14

12William Ragan and McAulay, Social Studies for Todayts
Children, Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, 1964, p~.
13nutton, Wilbur, and Hockett, !!!! Modern Elementary School,
Rinehart & Co., Inc., New York, 1959, P• 714.
14Haxine Dunfee and Helen Sa~l, Social Studies Throuih
Problem SolvingJ Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., New York, 1966,
P• 285.

1
Attitudes.-EcLendon defines attitudes as follows:
Attitudes are acquired tendencies to respond in a
certain way toward objects, groups, and persons.15
Concepts.--Michaelis gives this meaning for a concept:
A concept is a meaningful pattern to which the pupil
can attach a label growing out of an organization of
related e:xperiences. Concepts develop out of perceptual
experiences and as a result of the child's reorgani~ation
of experiences in a problem solving, creative way.l

Skills.--rn the Thirty-Second Yearbook of the National Council
for the Social Studies ¥dchaelis gives this definition of skills:
Skills as they are usually defined for testing and
appraisal purposes are defined as ability to read maps,
graphs, charts, and tables; to use a table of contents
and the index of a social studies book, and to find
items of information in reference books or similar sources.
Cartoons and selected photographs, also provide a
basis for evaluating attitudes, sld.lls of interpretations, and
powers of inference.17
Curriculum.--Curriculum includes all the school-sponsored
activities that influence learning.

It consists mainly of subjects

studied in the classroom, but may also include some activities that
take place outside the classroom, such as lectures and plays.18

l.5Johnathon c. McLendon, "Teaching the Social Studies,n 'What
Research ~ 1£ ~ Teacher (Department of Classroom Teacher, Aiiie'rican
Educational Research Association of the National Education Association,)
P• 18.
.2!~

16 nsocial Studies in Elementary Schools," Thirty-Second Yearbook
National Council for~ Social Studies (196~), P• 160.
l7~., p. 317.

1~raxine Dunfee and Helen Sagl, Social Studies Throu~h Problem
Solving, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., New York, 1966, p.85.

CHAPTER Il
OBJECTIVES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE PROGRAM
Evaluation as Related to Objectives
Evaluation in the social studies involves primarily the iatheri!li
of evidence to estimate the degree to which pupils and teachers are
achievi!li social studies objectives. Major objectives in elementary
social studies are concern for (1) acquiring social studies facts,
concepts, and generalizations, (2) developing desirable social and
civic interests, attitudes, and appreciations, (3) showing sld.ll in
the hand.lilli of social studies facts, generalizations, and concepts,
and (4) increasi!li powers of critical interpretation or social
studies data.19
Below is an illustration of goals of a social studies program
in the schools of Newark, New Jersey.
The major goals of the Newark social studies curriculum
are related to pupil growth in dividual capacities, in
ef.fectiTe social participation, and in ability to deal with
environmental factors and forces. For the elementary school,
the objectives may be stated as followsa
To help the child acquire the knowledges, understandings,
attitudes,, and competencies which he will need in the interaction with social and physical environment.
To promote the learner's growth in an appreciation of his

_2!

l9social Studies in Elementary School, Thirt1..Second Yearbook
Council f2!: ~ Social Studies (1962 , PP• 313-14.

!!!! National

8
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cultural heritage, in an intelligent allegiance to American
ideals, and in an active participation in democratic
practices.
To guide the child in gaining an understanding and
appreciation of the contributions made to human wel.f'are
by individuals and by the various nationality, religious,
and social groups.
To create an appreciation of the value and dignity of
all types of work and the desire to become an economically
adequate and self-supporting adult.
To develop an understanding of the interdependence of
all peoples and the need for international cooperation in
behalf" of world peace.
To foster moral and spiritual values--emphasizing the
suprene importance ot individual personality, the responsibility
of each person for the consequences of his conduct and for
community well-being, and the significance of emotional and
spiritual experiences which transcend the materialistic aspects
of life.20
Jarolimek says that the main objective of the social studies is
the same as it is for the total school program-the developnent of
democratic citizens.
categories:

He would direct this one main objective into three

(l) Understandings--those that deal with knowledge and

knowing; (2) Attitudes--those that deal with appreciations, ideals,
values, and feel:i.ngs; and (3) Skills--those that deal with using and
applying social studies learnings and the ability to gain new learnings. 21
Organization of an Effective Program
Ernest 1'iegs and Fay Adams point to the fact that the usetul.ness of evaluation often, but not necessarily, depends upon how
accurate a measurement may be obtained. But it may be impossible

20John Jarolilllek, Social Studies in Elementary Education
(The Macmillan Company, New York, 1967), PP• 16-17.
21Ibid., PP• .5-Be

-
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or too timeconswning to obtain exact measurements of some
kinds 0£ behavior. Nor is exact measurement always needed. In some cases, a rough estimate is sufficient to giTe
the teacher or pupils the kind of evidence needed. The
evaluational technique used will vary wi. th ·the nature of
the objective to be measured, the purpose the measurement
is to serve, and the degree of accuracy which is desired
or which can be obtained. Thus we may have very inf'omal
pupil sel.t'-evaluation, pupil-teacher evaluation, informal
teacher-evaluation, formal teacher-evaluation on the basis
of teacher-made tests, and some aspects of evaluation pursued through the use of validated standardized tests.22
Leonard Kenworthy lists the following

as

characteristics to be

used in the organization o.t' an effective evaluative program.
i.

It is based on clear objectives, aims, and goals.

2.

It is continuoue and cwuulative.

3. It involves teachers, students, and parents.

4. It is supported by the administration.

5.

It evaluates a wide range of goals.

6. It evaluates means as well as ends.
7.

It is wisely interpreted to students and their parents.

B. It recognizes individual differences.
9. It does not stress unduly the I.Q., but considers it one
of many factors to take into consideration.
10. It does not stress unduly any one socio-economic class.
11. It is adequate].y gathered together in one cumulative record
and its contents are used wisely and kept confidentially by
the school.
12. It used some standardized tests but does not limit itself
to these measurement devices.23
22 Erne5c:t Tiegs, and Fay Adams, Teaching the Social Studies
(Ginn & Co., 1959), P• 320.
--23teonard s. Kenworthy, Guide to Social Studies Teaching
{California: Wadsworth Pub. Co., Inc.;-1962), P• 32le

CHAPTER. III
WHAT IS TO BE MEASURED

The major objective of evaluation is determined by the success
with which previous objectives have been met. Recognition is given
to the importance o! societal values and changes, the nature of children,
and the nature of knowledge derived from the disciplines.

An attempt

is made to discover strength and weakness in treatment, and to decide
what has been well learned and what needs further study. Much ot
evaluation is done by teacher and pupils working together.
should often ask questions that encourage evaluation.
questions of this type are:

The teacher

A few typical

What do you think you should do? What

do you like about John's work?

Is there a:n,y way we can help John?

In addition, the teacher is constantly making informal evaluations
of children's work as activities are in progress.

At less frequent

intervals, the teacher may make more formal evaluations, with tests and
inventories.
Evaluations should not be confined to the extent of subject
matter mastery or wealth of information, important as these are. Also,
such evaluations should embrace the full range of outcomes which can
contribute much to better citizenship.
Several outcomes are subject to evaluation.

For purposes of

discussion these outcomes may be classified under headings as follows:
ll

12
knowledge-content-concepts, skills, behavior, attitudes, problem
solving procedures, critical thinking, values and human relationships.
Knowledge-Content-Concepts
According to Beyer teaching for factual knowledge is receiving
much less emphasis; indeed, the content in the social studies is
being viewed increasingly as a vehicle through which other goals of
instruction can be attained rather than as the prime objective ot
instruction.

The trend is to use the content in such a way as to

help the child make generalizations, and increase his understanding of
present day life and its problems.
The organization of the content in social studies has been
changing.

Area studies of the selected cultures have replaced

country-by-country surveys to which is more traditional emphasis. The
content is being organized on a sequential basis; it is being
structured according to concepts, generalizations and understandings
so that one experience builds on that preceding and prepares for that
which follows.

Opportunity is being provided, too, for depth study

in selected topics rather than coverage of a11.24
Knowledge is an area of competence which can be used in
foraulating or reinforcing certain broad generalizations about the
ways in which man lives on earth. 25

24Barry Beyer, "Mandate for Change-Curriculum Innovation
and Teacher Preparation inSocialStudies,tt The Social Studi4!!1
Vol. LVIII, No. 5 (October, 1967), P• 199• ~ ~-- . .•
2511 Evaluation o:f Critical Thinking in the Social Studies,"

Thirtz-tirth Yearbook of National Council for Social Studies (1965),
P• 15'§. . .
-
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Knowledge of sources of information is at least as important
as the ability to recall facts from memory.
how to locate the

Many

Children should be taught

sources. A worthy long range educational

objective should be to teach where to find different kinds of
historical inf'omation.

U the objective is implemented by the teacher,

attainment of the objective must be assessed.
Much thought should be given to the selection of concepts to
be developed in the social studies. Some social studies materials
introduce several times as m8l\Y' concepts as could be remembered even
if memorization was a major purpose. When too many concepts are
introduced they cannot be properly developed and used.

The problem

of deciding which concepts should be taught is an important responsibility
of the curriculwn maker.
Teaching basic concepts from the disciplines plqs a particularly
important role in the new social studies. Several elementary school
projects are now deTeloping materials and teaching strategies for this
goal. These curriculum centers have taken the identification of
concepts as the focus of their work. 26
The development of concepts and generalization requires a
program of guided experiences for children.

Because concepts and

generalizations are abstract and largely verbal, children need many
opportunities to uke use of them and to express them. Children themselves should discover relationships and then can .form their own

26John Michaelis, Social Studies tor Children in a Democracy,
(Jrd ed., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), PP• 90-91.
-- -

generalizations.

So that they can extend, enrich, and deepen the

meanings involved in concepts and generalizations children need to
encounter them in new applications at succeedingly higher levels of
development.

In evaluating learning, a child's ability to handle

concepts detennines the level and quality of thinking that he can do.
Therefore, the development of meaningful concepts and generalizations,
and the ability to express them, is one of the most important jobs
of the teacher.27

Skills
Not only should there be a test for knowledge of the subject
matter but also for skills.

The teaching of skills must be regarded

as one of the central purposes of social studies and plans made for
effective teaching and reteaching.

There are a variety of skills

associated with the social studies.
The development of the skills of social learning represents an
important outcome of the social studies, especially at the primary
and intermediate level.

Social learning includes liVing and working

together, assuming responsibility, taking turns, learning to give
and take, respecting the rights of others, and building social
awareness.

These skills embrace the entire area of social living and

give the child the opportunity to develop self-control and self-direction.
The study skills which sometimes include the building of good
work habits are a type of skill.

There are many study skills and work

27Ernest Tiegs and Fay Adams, Teaching the Social Studies
(Ginn & Co., 1959), P• 185.
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habits that children should be developing as a part of their social
studies instruction.

Some of these skills are:

skill in locating and

collecting data, making reports, using referehce material, outlining,
summarizing, and speaking before a group.

Children are taught how to

apply these skills and abilities by being provided 'With situations
that give them reasons to apply them.

Another group of study skills

and work habits is more or less peculiar to the social studies:

the

ability to read social studies materials for a variety of purposes;
skill in the use of maps, globes, graphs, charts, and the use of
special references such as the atlas.

These skills should be carefully

planned and taught as they are not ordinarily included in the school
program, except in the social studies.
A third type of skills are those called into use when children
are working in groups.

Included in this category are skills and

abilities needed for group planning, to participate in and lead group
di scusaions, and to be able to .function in any situation demanding

cooperative efforts in planning and working.
Intellectual. skills are associated with various aspects of
thinking.

These skills include the use and application of a rational

approach to the solution of problems.

All social studies programs

recognize the need for the development of critical thinking.

Since

many of these skills are taught in other parts of the curriculum the
social studies can reinforce such teaching by providing opportunities
for practical use of the ski11. 28

28John Jarolimek, Social Studies in Elementary Education
(3rd ed., The Macmillan Company, New York, 1967), PP• 10-ll.
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Behavior
Since one of the main objectives of social studies is the
development of citizenship we need to strive for responsible conduct in
children.

We need to observe their behavior because the manner in which

they conduct themselves has much to do with planning and evaluating
learning experiences.
One type of behavior we encounter quite often is an aggressive
behavior. Forms of this type of behavior tend to appear lihen children
are placed in a situation in which their ability to plan and think
is not recognized. When the same children are placed in a situation
in which the teacher and children plan together and the planning is
within the limits of their abilities, the aggressive behaTior tends to
decrease.
Aggressive behavior also tends to increase when children are
tired, hungry, or exposed to other physiological stress, of if a child
feels rejected by others of his group there may be an aggressive tendency.
A
may be

withdrawal behavior is another type to be considered.

This

indicative of difficulties the child is having, just as the

aggressive behavior may be.29
In evaluating the social studies program we need to evaluate the

behavior of children to see i f there are problems and trustrations o:f
which the pupil may not be aware.

The cause of di.fficulties should be

discovered and tactfully worked out with the pupil. Then our social
studies program will be more effective.

29social Studies in the Elementary School, National Society

for the Study of Education {The University of Chicago Press, Chicago,

1957), PP• ll0-14.
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.Attitudes
Students' development of desirable attitudes is widely assumed,
but rarely demonstrated by measurement.

Courses of study are becoming

more helpful as to how to aid children in the development of attitudes.JO
Attitudes are inevitable outcomes of instruction.

Too often

in the social studies, little thought is given to them. Many teachers
assume that constructive attitudes will develop in the course of
instruction with all the pupils.
pupils.

But this is not true with all the

Therefore there must be a positive program of instruction in

which attitudes are cultivated.
Because attitudes are related to emotions, the emotional. climate
of the classroom must foster their growth. If the atmosphere of the
classroom is such that it will frustrate children by not meeting their
social and emotional needs it will offer little to the deve1opment of
wholesome attitudes.

Teaching practices that encourage destructive

criticism of others do not provide a satisfactory setting within which
desirable attitudes can be attained.31
The curriculum guide for the North Carolina schools list the
following as attitudes a good social studies program should help pupils
develop:

JOJonathon c. McLendon, "Teaching the Social Studies, 11 What
the Teacher (Department of Classroom Teachers,"1iilerican
EducationBl"lfesearch Association of the National Education Association),
P• 20.
Research~~

31John Jarolimek, Social Studies in Elementary Education
(The Macmillan Company, New York,

1967),

p. 31.
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All human beings, regardless of race, nationality, or
creed are entitled to equal rights to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness.
All people should concern themselves with improving
human welfare.
Active participation of each person is necessary in
identifying and solving problems.
Reflective group thinking can better find the solution
to social problems.
Democracy is an evolving process which can be continually
improved by open-mindedness and vigilance on the part of
citizens.32
With young children the attitudes of the teacher is probably
the most important influence in instilling desirable attitudes.
Problem Solving Procedures
In an elementary school classroom the problems to be solved tend

to be those that have meaning and purpose for the children.

Problems

may deal with how to accomplish a task more efficiently, where to find
information, how to evaluate that information, how to interpret a

statement, how to test the validity of a statement, and anything of
genuine concern to the children.

Children need the experience of

working out their own solutions even though they may make mistakes.
They should be allowed to £ind their own answers, since only in such a
way is skill in problem solving attained.
It is important in the way that the problems are attacked.
Different points of view, con.f'l.icting evidence, free discussion, the
forming of valid conclusions, and the applications of these conclusions
are important in working in a group to solve problems scientifically.

19
It is important that children acquire a

way

of behaving that will help

them to aolve problems together.JJ
The social studies otter many opportunities for the development
of problem-solving techniques.

The problem solving approach brings

thinking processes together and enables children to use them in dealing
ld.th content, facts, information, concepts, and generalizations. Another
good point is that problem-solving enables a teacher to get a good blend

ot individual and group work.34
Jarolimek 'WOUld advise the teacher to stimulate the pupil to
think through use of provocative questions.

Pupils are given the

delightful experience of learning something for themselves. When they
become involved in the finding-out process the inforna tion will become
more meaningful to them.35
Critical 'l'hinki!!&
Critical. thinking is difficult but children in the elmnentar;r
school can be helped to make a good beginning. The deftlopment in young
people ot the skills inTolved in thinking critically about the many
problems facing our democratic society is one of the most difficult and
demanding of the many challenges that must be met by teachers in the

social studies • .36
33LaTone Hanna, Gladys Potter, and NeTa Hagamon, Unit Teacbi~
School (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 196J),'"9pp. 388 9.

!!! !h,! Elementary

34John Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democracz
(3rd ed., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), P• ~
-- 35John Jarolimek, Social Studies in Elements,;: Education
(3rd ed., New York: The Macmillan Co., 1967), PP• 3~-78.
36rbid., P• 180.
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The young child is full of questions.

The wise teacher w.Ul

try to keep alive this questioning attitude but wi11 avoid supplying
answers.

Thus she will lead the child to read and observe.

Sometimes

the teacher can guide the child's thinking by asking other questions
aiding the child to see the problem differently.

She will also present

problems that are related to the child's eJq>erience, background and
readiness.
Teaching a young child to think is a very slow process.

He is

inclined to feel that what pleases or satisfies him is the only right
and proper way of handling a situation.
distinguish the real from the unreal.

A young child does not
He may be well into the

intermediate grades before he can separate what actually happened
from what happened only in his imagination.
In order to use critical thinking in the field of social problems

a great deal more is needed than a given list of skills.
well as facts enter into such problems.

Emotions as

So to handle these problems

the student must have developed some emotional maturity, and a wide
range of understandings, attitudes, and values.37
Several investigations during recent years have dealt
Recent studies
have gone beyond the stage of propaganda analysis, although
much research in that area and in the field of mass media
cormnunication is pertinent. A desire for evidence regarding
one's beliefs stands clearly as a prerequisite to critical
thinking. The classroom teacher should see that sufficient
pertinent information is available to students and that attention
is given to processes of reasoning.38
with the development of critical thinking.

37Ray Page, "Handbook for History-Civics" (Office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction, 1964), PP• 50-51.
38Jonathon c. McLendon, "Teaching the Social Studies," What Research
Says to the Teacher (Department of Classroom Teachers, American""Ediicational
Research Association of the National Education Association), P• 18.
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A book by Edwin Fenton lists these twelve aspects

o:f

critical

thinking, namely:
1.

Grasping the meaning of a statement.

2.

Judging whether there is ambiguity in a line of reasoning.

3. Judging whether certain statements contradict each other.

4.

Judging whether a conclusion follows necessarily.

5.

Judging whether a statement is specific enough.

6. Judging whether a statement is actually the application
of a certain principle.

7. Judging whether an observation statement is reliable.

B. Judging whether
9.

an inductive conclusion is warranted.

Judging whether the problem has been identified.

10. Judging whether something is an assumption.
ll.

J udgi:ng whether a definition is adequate.

12.

Judging whether a statement made by an alleged authority
is acceptable.39

Values
The values held by an individual or a society determine the
character and the personality of the individual or society. Some of the
values held by man are belief in the dignity and worth of the individual,
equality of opportunity, the ability of man to govern himself and solve
his problems, concern for the common welfare, man's morality, and the

use of reason and persuasion rather than force for solving problems
and settling controversies.4°

39Edwin Fenton, !h,! .!:!!! Social Studies (Holt, Rinehart, Winston,
1967) 1 P• 15.
hDI,avone Hanna, Gladys Potter, and Neva Hagaman, ~ Teachin:& ~
~ Elementary School (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963), P• 206.
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As children learn to work together, to accept each other, to
appreciate differences, to share, to play together, and to take turns,
they develop moral judgments and their own value pattern about what
is desirable or acceptable in social conduct.
Human Relationships
The social studies deal constantly with human relationships.
Thro ugh individual and group study 1 discussion, and the various other

activities of the classroom, the pupil learns that there is a conflict
of interests.

The pupil should be guided to understand and appreciate

the individual.
In developing competence in human relations both facts and
feelings are involved.

This competence develops gradually. It

may

be

analyzed as follows:
i.

Ability to feel empathy-to be sensitive to the needs and
problems of others and to see things as they see them.

2. Ability to examine one's own feelings, values, capabilities,
and shortcomings in a realistic manner.

3. Ability to see people as individuals rather than applying
stereotypes to them or grouping them arbitrarily.

4. Ability to balance fact and feeling.
5. Ability to work effectively with others as a member
group.U

o:t a

41aay Page, "Handbook for History-Civics," (Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1964), PP• 48-49.

CHAPTER T.V
TEGHNIQUE3 OF EVALUATION
Informal Teacher Evaluation
Direct observation is probably the best way to gather evidence
on change in behavior.42

It is difficult to observe all children with

the same degree of care.

Memory is unreliable and later observations

cause the observer to forget previous ones so that growth or change
is overlooked.

The observer should be most careful to see that accurate

record of observations are made and that all children are observed.
Observation is especially effective in the social studies program
because of the varied types of experiences provided in the program.
Children themselves create situations in which learnings takes place.
Teachers

may

create other situations in which learnings takes place.

Teachers may create other situations in which skills, attitudes, and
specific concepts can be observed.
An

anecdotal record is a record of a speci.f."ic instance in which

behavior is observed.

A record of this sort should be brief' and tell

exactly what happened.

Each record of' this type should be dated and

signed by the teacher if it is to be sent to the counselor 1 s office.

!,!!

42Lavone Harma, Gladys Potter, and Neva Hagamon, Unit Teaching
School (Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19~p. 418.
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value would be entries of specific instances not general ones.

Both positive and negative behavi.or should be recorded.43
In practice, anecdotal records have been concerned more with
social relationships than with subject matter accomplishments; they
can be of value in both areas.

Thus, observation of a pupil in the

classroom may reveal Tigor or lassitude of response, variation from
usual behavi.or under specific stimulation, attempts to improvise, and
reactions to authority.44
It has been recommended that many records be made so that
patterns of characteristic behavior may evolve.

The teacher should

report behavior which is consistent w.i. th (or significantly different
:from) the activities of the pupil as he has observed and understood
him.

Checklists are helpful guides to observation. They should be
specific, descriptive of desirable behavior, and easy to use.
may be used as

an

They

over-all guide in many situations, or they may be

applied specifically to the child's behavior in planning, discussion,
research, or construction.45 Most teachers prefer to record their
observations on check sheets since anecdotal records are more time-

43Ibid.
44John Rothney, "Evaluating and Reporting Pupil Progress,"
Says ,!2 ~Teacher, PP• 18-19.

~Research

45John Michaelis, Social Studies for Children
{Jrd ed., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. SS2.

~ !. Democrac;y;
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consuming.

On a check sheet the class roll is listed, with symbols

designating strength or weakness in space provided under the various
designated behav:iors.

Several behaviors can be observed during an

activity if the behaviors are grouped so that they can be observed
during discussion, dramatic play, construction, etc.
observations should be recorded.

Dates of the

Examples of checklists follows:

Skills in group participation
l. Takes part in group planning.
2. Participates in discussion.
3. Considers the opinions and ideas of others.
4. Assumes leadership at appropriate times.
5. Participates in making group decisiono.
6. Accepts and abides by group decisions.
7. Assumes responsibilities in carrying out group plans.
B. Participates in teacher-pupil evaluation of group
experiences.
Work habits
1. Follows directions successfully.
2. Works independently at assumed tasks.
3. Uses materials and equipment properly.
4. Returns materials to proper storage place after use.
5. 1'"'inishes work promptly and in good form.
6. Evalua'j;~s his work in terms of standards set up by hia
group.40
Another method helpful in appraising learning is by use of
inter'Yiews.

Both formal and informal interTI.ews may be used.

A

formal interview usually involves use of checklists, rating scales,
lists of questions, and are carefully planned ahead of the interYiew.
An informal interview is helpful in talking over immediate problems,
determining difficulties, and talking over standards and procedures.
This type of interview would be most helpful to an insecure child.

46ifax.ine Dunfee and Helen Sagl, Social Studies Throu~h Problem
Solving {Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., '1966), PP• 297-9 •
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Here the teacher can be a good listener and guide the interview so
as to achieve the purpose.

A written record of the interview could

be helpful at a later date.
The teacher must be aware of the social climate of the classroom if the classroom is to be a happy place in which to work.

The

teacher must also provide experiences to meet the needs of children
in the area of social relations.

it's important to know the friendships

that exist and why sane children are chosen and others are not.

The

sociogram is a technique for getting a picture of the social structure
of the classroom.47
A sociogram doesn't tell why choices are made but it can help
the teacher know who the rejected children in the clHsroom are.

In this

way the teacher is better able to help the child to become accepted by
the group.
group.

Children who are congenial can be put into the same work

Friends may have a chance to sit next to each other.

Also the

teacher can arrange situations in which the rejected child can make a
satisfactory contribution to the class.
respect and group approval.

In this way he gains self-

Data gathered from a sociogram can be

useful in forming groups and in locating leaders.

But more important

it gives the teacher clues by which their needs can be diagnosed.
It is well to remember that a sociogram yields information about
a group at a specific time and for a given situation.

Since relation-

ships change frequently it is recommended that sociometric data be
obtained at intervals throughout the year.

47John Iiti.chaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democracy
(3rd ed., Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p; 421.-·· --- - -
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Testing
Class Discussions
The use of questions in class discussion is one form of testing.
The questions may be teacher formulated or the result of suggestions
taken from the text.

Questions of this type require much thought

and alternate conclusions may be reached supported by reasoning.

This

type of testing could be of great help in testing a group of children
who find it difficult to express themselves in writing and help to
develop a good group interaction.
This group discussion can be used to appraise the progress of
the class in terms of plans and standards previously established.

It

is a good plan for the teacher to reserve some time near the end of
every social studies period for the class to consider what progress has
been made and to plan the work for the next day.

In addition to the

daily discussions of the progress of the class, this method can also be
used in a variety of other situations, a few examples of which are:

1.

As a follow-up of a major class activity such as a field
trip, a dramatization, or a school service.

2.

As a method of evaluation group reports, unit projects,
creative dramatics activities.

3. As a means of improving small-group endeavors.

4.

As a means of evaluating behavior of the class at a school
assembly, in the lunchroom, or on the playground.

5.

As a method of working out some problem of human relations
within the classroom.

6. As a means of bringing to light attitudes that may be held
by pupils.
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7. As a means of verifying information obtained through
individual stuay.48

Essay Tests
Essay tests are a part of the testing program, however, their
use in the intermediate grade should be limited to a short paragraph
because many children in this age group lack the maturity to compose a
lengthy answer to an assay question.

But they are worthy of occasional

use as this type of test does supply excellent basis for diagnosis.

By

careful reading of each paper the teacher will find out which pupils
can organize material, which can write legibly, which can spell, which
ones can construct sentences, and which can form paragraphs.

This ty.rpe

of testing will reveal general as well as individual weaknesses of the
group.

.An essay question should not be too broad in scope and each

question should be phrased so that the children will know exactly
what is expected of them.
Skills needed are the ability to organize and interpret material
and the ability to express in writing attitudes and feeling about
particular issues.
Teacher-Made Objective Tests
The objective type of short answer test serves useful purposes
in the social studies program.

These tests may include completion,

true-false, multiple choice, and matching items.

Because of their

sampling of course content, reliability of scoring, and ease of scoring

Jarolimek, Social Studies in Elementa~ Education
The Macmillan Company, New York;-1967), p.21.

48John

(3rd

ed.,
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they are generally superior to essay examinations. The limitations

of short answer test• include difficulty of construction, failure
to eliminate guessing, and leads to rote memory of facts without
understanding their significance or without relating them to the basic
ideas.

However, the objective test does provide a specific and reliable

basis for ranking pupils in order. 49
Standardized Tests
Standardized tests are avai1able for the evaluation ot concepts,
information, word-atudy skills, and critical thinking.

Many

teacher•

find it profitable to use standardized social studies tests at the
beginning of the school year to determine the skills and information or
various children.

ot

how to

By doing this the teacher would have an indication

plan the social studies program tor the year.

For the intermediate grades there are sane good standardized
social studies tests on the market today.

These may be included as a

part of a general achievemEllt test battery, while others are avai1able
as separate testa.50

A good test to measure study skills used in elementary school
social studies is the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.

This test is designed

to test skills which are needed throughout all the grades.

Skills tested

in this particular test are Yocabulary, reading, language, work-study

skills, and arithmetic. Therefore, the use 0£ the Iowa Teat of Basic

-

49Ibid., P• 427.
SOoscar Buros, The SixthMental Heasurements Yearbook {The
Gryphon Press, New Jerse:;; 1965), P• 220.

Skills will show the teacher how well the basic skills have been
mastered.

Improvement can then be made on the areas of weaknesa.51

The Metropolitan Social Studies Information Tests are a well
accepted battery of tests when used for the purposes they were
designed to serve.

These tests are the separate social studies

subtests of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. Each of the tests
are separated into two parts:

The first measures factual knowledge of'

history, geography, and civics; the second measures basic social studies
skills.

The information test at the intermediate level includes 6o

items approximately eTenly divided between the three above-mentioned
subjects and requiring 20 minutes in either case.

The skill tests

are subdivided into two parts, the first being deToted to map reading
and interpretation, the second to the reading and interpretation of
tables, graphs, and charts.

A major reservation in use of these tests is concern as to whether
the two parts constitute a comprehensive measure of the important social
study skills for the grades intended. Also, the information test at each
leTel seems too little concerned with the measurement of understanding.
Too many questions require the naming of a person, place, or event, and
too few questions call for evidence of knowledge, comprehension, or
application of a principle, generalization, or concept.

The reliabilities

reported for the tests are satisfactory and it does give a fairly good
idea of weaknesses in the social studies area.52

5lTeacher 1 s Hanual,, Iowa Test of Basic Skills (Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston, 1964), P• 7-;-- -

52oscar Bures (ed.), The Sixth liental Heasurements Yearbook
(The Gryphon Press, N.J., 196!}, PP• 1220-1223.
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The Coordinated Scales of Attainment test is a basic skills
test.

Skills tested are spelling, English, reading, social studies--

history, social studies-- geography, science, literature, and arithmetic.S3
The Sequential Tests of Educational Progress continues as the
leading standardized series of skill tests in social studies.

According

to reviews the STEP tests fulfill a distinctive need in social studies,
a :field in which tests have generally dealt mostly or only With

knowledge and understanding of facts and concepts.

The

tests assume

that the focus or education is upon the development of critical skills
and understandings rather than upon teaching only the facts of lesson

material.

The items are categorized in tenns of skills, understandings,

type of material, and subject matter.
are the ability to:

The skills presumably measured

identify values, identify generalizations, distinguish

!acts from opinions, assess data, compare data, and draw conclusions.
The understandings are described as those involving social change,
forces of nature, democratic society, economic wants, the geographic
environment, interpendence, and those related to understanding one's
enT.ironment.
Probably the strongest feature of the test series is the attempt

to measure dimensions of social problem analysis, rather than recall or
comprehension of facts or generalizations.

In summary, this is the most

carefull1 constructed series of sequential social studies tests available
in the field.S4
S3coordinated Scale .2£ Attainment Tests, Educational Test Bureau,
(Educational Publishers, Inc., Minneapolis, 1953).
54The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook (The Gryphon Press, N.J. 1

1965), PP• 1224-1226.
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Both the Stanford Achievement Tests and the SRA Achievement
Series are a battery of achievement tests that contain a social
studies section.

The California Tests in Social and Related Sciences

and Tests of Critical Thinking in the Social Studies have had wide use.

A careful examination ot questions contained in social studies
tests for intermediate

gr~des

makes evident the fact that questions

may be phrased to bring out responses indicatiYe of increasing levels

of complexity, which is to say progresses the levels of reasoning.
Care must be taken in selecting tests that do not use questions on the
knowledge level only.

By the use of the basic facts a higher level.

type of questions can be asked which requires a response indicative of
levels of thinking.
In a recently published book, :Michaelis has listed six levels of
testing. He gives questions as examples to illustrate each level.
Knowledge level: What does fiord mean? How can we find
out about the importance ot fiords in Norway?
Comprehension level: Can you tell in your own words why
fiords are important in Norway? How can we organize the
information on fiords to show their importance? How are they
used by seamen?
Application leYel.: How can we use maps to show the use of
fiords in shipping? What changes may come in the use of fiords
as air transport increases?
Analysis level: What key ideas on fiords are presented in
this report? What difficulties and problems arise in using
fiords for shipping?
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Synthesis level: How can we show on a mural (or in a
report) the importance of fiords in Norway? What conclusions
can be made about the economic values of fiords?
Evaluation level: What correct ideas aboyt fiords are in
How can our reports be improTed'?.55

this .film?

55John Michaelis, Ruth Grossman, I.J.oyd Scott, New Designs for
the Elernentar~ School Curriculum (McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,
1967), pp. 26 ' 262.

CHAPT:flR V
SUMMARY

Evaluation is essential both as a basis for impro"ling any
elementary school program and as a measure of the etf ectiveness of the
curriculwn as planned.

Inventory must be continuous i f the program

accomplishes what it was designed to achieTe.

U not, we, as teachers,

should make revisions so that the job may be done better.
The social studies should help the child in leaming to liTe
more fully and to make the necessary adjuatments in meeting the problem•
of his own world. The child is helped to use the information that the
social studies presents to make generalizations and increase his understanding of present day life and its problems. Another is the
acquisition and use of critical thinking and problem-solving skills in
the solution of personal as well as social problems.
Evaluation is not to be limited to measuring mastery of subject
matter alone, but also includes the skills, behaYi.ors, attitudes, concepts,
problem solving procedures, critical thinking, values and human
relationships.
Use is to be made of the many different techniques in the
evaluative process, each according to use and purpose.
In conclusion if we, as teachers, are convinced that the goals we

set are worthwhile, then we must try to evaluate progress toward them.
Without evaluation we cailllot respond ef.t"ectively to the needs of the pupils.
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